The study of Computational Complexity began with the investigatio~ of Turing machine computations with limits on the amounts of tape or time which could be used.
i. INTRODUCTION
The aim of computational complexity is to classify and study the functions which are computable. This is usually done by placing them into some context using an important characteristic of the function.
Sub-recursive hierarchies were first used to divied these functions into classes and exhibit some of their properties. Examples of this are Grzegorczyk's hierarchy of the primitive recursive functions [6] and the nested recursive functions of P4ter [13] .
These methods classify functions by their structure, placing limits on the operations which are used to build functions.
In automata theory the recursive functions were classified by limiting some basic resource used in computation. This resource-bounded complexity began with the consideration of Turing machine computations using a limited amount of tape [ii, 18] or time [7] .
All of the recursive functions were placed in complexity classes according to how difficult they were to compute, or how much of a "natural" resource they used. These classes exhibited many interesting properties and were studies extensively for a number of years.
A result, due to Ritchie [14] , combined with the Union Theorem [9] indicates that the sub-recursive hierarchies are reproduced in the complexity hierarchies when tape length and time are used as measures.
Later a general set of axioms for measures of computation [i] There is a recursive function C such that for all i , m , and n : /i if #i(m) = n C (i,m,n) [0 otherwise .
This first axiom indicates that whenever some function computes a value, then a cost of computation can be associated with it. And according to the second rule, the question "Does it cost n to compute Mi(m)?" is ~lways recursive. These axioms allow a very general set of measures for which many interesting results have been derived.
The complexity classes formed from the general measures have been studied extensively in regard to their structural [9, 3] and naming properties [2] .
Also the properties of operators [4, 10] have been noted.
Unfortunately, many of the measures allowed under the axioms are so general that not all of the intuitively derivable properties are preserved.
Under time and tape as measures, complexity classes are recursively enumerable (r.e.) but measures can be defined so that some of the classes are not.
Other properties such as finite invariance and infiniteness are not preserved by measures either.
Therefore some condition must be added to the original two axioms to preserve properties throughout the complexity classes and if possible eliminate the undesirable properties.
It is reasonable to expect complexity classes to be r.e. and to This research was supported in part by National Science Foundation Grants GJ-155 and GJ-57 9.
-22-conform by possessing the same properties. This notation will be formalized below.
STATE OF THE ART (WITH TWO AXIOMS)

Complexity Classes
Most of the interesting results in computational complexity have been about the complexity classes or the classes of tcomputable recursive functions. These classes are defined as follows:
The class of t-computable functions is: R t~ = {total f]there is some M.i = f such that ~i(x) ~ t(x) almost everywhere} .
These classes have been studied in detail for time and tape measures [7, 18] and some of the desirable properties which were found carry over to complexity classes defined from general measures.
When measures were restricted slightly, then more properties of the natural measures carried over.
One important property of complexity classes under the "natural" measures was the fact that the classes were r.e. In [19] , Young wondered if this were true for classes defined from general measures. Regretfully it is not, and this result is presented here and also has been shown independently by Robertson and Landweber [15] . Before this can be show, however, some preliminaries are in order.
To describe classes and their members more intuitively a set of algorithms for computing them must be given.
This set "presents" the class and is defined:
The set A is a presentation for the class: C iff A contains an index for each member of C and all elements of A are indices for members of C
The presentation which immediately comes to mind is the complete presentation or index set for a class.
Definition:
The set A is the index set for the class C iff:
A = {iIMi = f ~ ~}
Usually the index set for the class of functions C will be designated ~C .
(~C is used fo~ classes of functions rather than 8C since 8 has been used in the literature for classes of sets.)
Definition:
A class is r.e. iff it has an r.e. presentation.
An interesting type of class is one where an algorithm for any member of the class can be matched with an element of some standard presentation for the class. These classes are used below and are defined as follows. Now a measure will be constructed using from a matchable class so that an R t this new measure is not r.e. Any of the examples will work, but (a) will be used for reasons of clarity. 
Therefore the set {aMb (x),aM (x),...} o bi is an r.e. set and is exactly the set {akIMk(k) never halts} e This set is obviously recursively isomorphic to the well known set K = {k I Mk(k) never halts} which is not r.e.
So from this contradiction, it can is not r.e be concluded that R t
In the previous proof the productive set K was used in order to produce the This class is pronon-r.e, class R t ductive [5] but if some set other than is used then an immune (contains no infinite r.e. subclasses) class would have been formed. b k must be indices for constant cribe sets very precisely, but almost no intuitive information about a set is given
Isomorphism Types
Most of the important properties in automata theory are preserved under isomorphisms.
These are the recursively invariant properties and when sets are classified under recursive isomorphisms, all the sets in any isomorphism type possess the same properties.
These concepts are defined:
Definition: P is a recursively invariant iff for any i-i, onto, recursive function f , if the set A has P then so does f (A) Definition:
A is recursively isomorphic to B (A ~ B) iff there is a i-i, onto, recursive f such that B = f(A)
By a theorem of Myhill [12] , the isomorphism types (sets equivalent under isomorphisms) are the same as the equivalence classes (or 1-degrees) under i-i reducibility.
The reducibilities used here are defined as follows. Hierarchies which result from the reducibilities outlined above can be used to desby its place in the hierarchy. Therefore another hierarchy, the Arithmetical Hierarchy, will be used in conjunction with the 1-degrees.
This hierarchy reflects the structure of a set according to the number of alternating quantifiers in the expression of its membership problem.
The membership problem for a Zn set will begin with a "Z" and contain n alternating quantifiers, while a K n set begins with a "V" A pictorial representation of the Arithmetical Hierarchy appears below.
The lines slanting down towards tlhe right denote the upper boundaries of the Zn areas, while the lines slanting down to the left from the top of the Hn areas. 
Index Sets of Complexity Classes
Now the total presentations for the complexity classes R~(~R~) will be classi--24-fied by the methods outlined above. This classification will be used to suggest a criterion for measures and possibly help to discover method for strengthening the axioms.
First, the index sets of complexity classes formed from the "natural" measures qill be classified.
This will be done for time (the number of steps in a computation) but the proof may be done more elegantly via two theorems in section 3, but it is presented here to emphasize that the r.e.-ness of R t and the fact that each R t contains all finite variants for some function are important properties of time as a measure.
Theorem 2.2: ~R~ ~ ~Bound for time.
Proof: a) ~R~ ~i ~Bound is an r.e. class [7] for time Since R t as a measure, let A = {ao,al,...} be an
Then for any r.e. presentation for R t .
M i define the machine Mg(i ) as follows:
Then assuming that for input n -1 :
~diverge if M i diverges for any x < k . This result indicates that the general measures conform in rather a rough way. Unfortunately, Turing reducibility is fairly crude and allows sets with differing properties to be included in the same degree.
On the other hand, 1-reducibility is much stricter and as was pointed out above, sets in the same 1-degree possess the same recursively invariant properties. However, general measures do not conform, and this fact is shown in the following sequence of results.
Fact:
For any recursive function t and r.e. class of total functions C , there is a measure % such that:
There are measures ~ which do not conform (on ~R~ ).
Proof:
Immediate from the above fact and the existence of r.e. classes of total functions whose index sets are not in the same 1-degree.
Efficient Presentations of Complexity Classes
Another interesting set defined from measures is the set of algorithms which are t-computable; the efficient presentation for R t .
Definition:
The set of t-computable algorithms is defined: = {JIM i is total and I t ~i(x) ~ t(x) almost everywhere} .
The changes are quite ao'bo'alrbl'''" to conform on I t .
reasonable and involve making each machine read or copy its input. It =m " An extension of the techniques used in Theorem 2.1 and 2.5 can be used to produce a measure where for every m-degree in E 1 U Hi there is some t such that I t is in that m-degree. This gives a rather ugly, layered structure to the complexity classes.
Limits on Irre@ularities
Even though measures exist: with irregularities or undesirable properties, these phenomena exist only in the c~omplexity classes at the bottom of the hierarchy. An example of this is that as soon as the functions of finite support become t-computable (as they must sooner or later), then the complexity classes become r.e.
[2].
As one would expect, all measures exhibit conformity above some point in the complexity hierarchy. 
and
Theorem 2.8: For every # there is a recursive function t such that ~ cono forms above t o (on I t ).
Sketch of Proof:
The required to(X) = f(x,x) from Theorem 2.7. The result follow quite easily.
EVOLUTION OF A NEW AXIOM
From the evidence in the last section and in the literature it could be assumed that the original two axioms are too weak to characterize the natural measures of computation.
Some new requirement must be added to the axioms in order to eliminate measures with undesirable properties.
In this section constraints will be placed upon measures to force conformity. This is done for the complexity hierarchies of recursive functions and primitive recursive functions.
The theorems below will be stated without proof since they involve reductions which are similar to those exhibited above, or are rather straightforward.
Measures for Recursive Functions
These results are suggested by Theorem 2.2 and progress gradually towards conformity. The next step is to require that all complexity classes be r.e., which seems to be a reasonable restriction.
Theorem 3.2:
If C is an r.e. class of total functions, then ~C <I ~Bound .
Combined with Theorem 3.1, this result location of ~R~ to the restricts the shaded area in Figure 3 .
Conformity has not been achieved yet, so just making the complexity classes r.e. does not seem to be an adequate restriction. 
Measures for Primitive Recursive Functions
Much of the work in automata theory has been concerned with the functions which are frequently computed| not with all of the computable functions.
In this section the primitive recursive functions are denoted po,Pl,.., and the step counting functions Po,Pi,... are assigned to them. tion does not necessarily even produce a hierarchy, since all functions can be assigned to the same complexity class. Making a relationship between a function and its cost mandatory is the next restriction to be placed on measures.
Definition:
f is a speed limit for P iff for all i , f (x) > Pi (x)/Pi (x) aTmost everywhere Theorem 3.4: If P has a primitive recursive speed limit then ~Even <--i ~R[ This speed limit can be measured in units of digits printed per cost. For time and tape on Turing machines the speed limit is between log(x) and 1 , depending on how they are defined.
This new restriction allows ~R[ to range within the shaded area indicated on Figure 7 . At last a hierarchy is assured, but the complexity classes do not have to be r.e. If instead of speed limits, a restric-P and tion such as:
for some f £ R t P if h is defined as: g ~ R t , Ig(x) if x < n h(x) = ~f(x) if x > n for some n then this implies ~hat P then ~Zero <i ~R~ by the obvious h £ R t reduction.
This forces the index sets for complexity classes to be in the area designated in Figure 8 .
No hierarchy is P does not have to be r.e. assumed, and R t
as of yet. Figure i0 .
In fact, the complexity classes are r.e. also. Figure 8 . Figure 9 indicates the result of combining the three restrictions mentioned above.
This follows from the reduction ~Even D ~Zero <~ ~R~ . The complexity
CONCLUSION AND OPEN PROBLEMS
The major problem with general measures is that the desirable properties which some measures possess are not found in all measures.
Therefore, it is desirable to isolate those measures which are natural and do not have any pathological properties.
One way to do this is to require that the complexity classes defined from measures all have identical properties. This was the rationale behindthe definition of conformity, and therefore conformity seems to be a reasonable criterion for measures or any other axiom system.
From the phenomena exhibited previously, it would seem that a new axiom is needed. If this axiom were that every complexity class contains all the finite variants of at least one function~ then conformity will classes are not all r.e. yet, but naturally be achieved. However, it may be possible there is a hierarchy, to achieve conformity with some other axiom Figure 9~ Conformity is finally achieved in the next result Theorem 3.5: If P has a primitive recur-P contains all fisive speed limit and R t nite variants of some function, then ~FinSup !l ~R~ .
The speed limit restriction is necessary to have a hierarchy.
At last conformity has been provided for the primitive recursive functions, as is indicated in Figure  i0 .
which is more subtle than the one proposed here.
Whenever pathological problems exist in complexity hierarchies, it has been shown that they exist only in the lower levels of the hierarchy.
This means that almost all of the complexity classes for any measure belong to the same 1-degree, and that the measure conforms "almost everywhere". Conditions that occur in all but a finite number of places are accepted in automata theory as being desirable in most cases. In fact, the definition of the complexity contains an "almost everyclasses R t where" clause. But, in complexity hierarchies, the functions which are easiest to compute, and that are computed most often, occur at the bottom.
These very functions are the ones computed in "real life" and therefore are quite important.
Facts about their complexity should be meaningful, and so measures used should not have any pathological properties, even for a few classes at the bottom of the hierarchy.
Some open problems and areas for further study are as follows. e)
The criterion of conformity might be profitably applied to axiom systems in other areas of automata theory.
